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funds is that much official and non-official effort has to
be devoted to trying to squeeze and scrape money from
here, there and everywhere and to trying to work without
money. This effort is all to the good as far too few people
yet realize and shoulder their duties to society; but how
much better would it be if these efforts could be devoted
to the work itself instead of to finding the wherewithal to
do any work at all.
The second big difficulty is to plant in a village—with
no society or other amenities—a young unattached female,
often of a different class, upbringing, traditions and religion
to anyone else in the village.
The ideal arrangement is that our female rural worker,
whether medical or otherwise, should be the wife of someone
actually resident or employed in a village. If her husband
is a doctor, veterinary surgeon, dispenser, schoolmaster, or
agricultural expert, then regardless of red tape and the
' general post' of periodical transfers, let them go to a
village and be given sufficient inducement to stay there.
Time will doubtless put all this right, particularly when
there are well-established village councils and women's
organizations to look after such matters, but this is no
reason for not doing all in our power to get female workers
into the villages.
2. Doctors. There are practically no female doctors in
villages and no money to provide them.1 Even the central
and tahsil hospitals have not all yet got female doctors,
and this defect should be immediately rectified at whatever
sacrifice necessary of medical services for males.
If it is not possible to have a female doctor in addition
to the male doctor at our rural dispensaries, then it is high
time that some of the male doctors were replaced by female
1 See p. 119.

